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It’s week 3 for “Meet the Wolves,” and this week we are introducing Colin Quinlan. 

Colin is an 18-year-old senior who plays as a big man in the post for the Wolves. Another 
Covington native, Colin is the son of Gregg and Dana, and the brother of Charlie and 
Raleigh Quinlan. Colin is a not only a vocal leader on and off the court, but he is also guy 
that is hard to outwork. To get to know a little more about Colin, he was asked the following 
questions: 
 
What is it about basketball that made you want to play in 
high school? 
Colin said that playing high-school basketball has always been 
a dream of his, and it shows through the passion he plays with.  
 
What is your favorite or funniest SPS basketball memory 
so far?  
His favorite memory while playing for St. Paul’s was scoring his 
100th point against Hammond High during his junior season. We 
are looking forward to seeing Colin score a few hundred more 
as he competes in his final high-school basketball season!  
 
What are you looking forward to the most for this season? Any goals?  
Colin is mostly looking forward to playing the long-standing cross-town rival, Mandeville 
Skippers. His overall goal is to also win a state championship, making it the first in St. 
Paul’s Basketball history. 

How do you want your teammates to remember 
you? 
Colin said he would like to be remembered by his 
teammates as the guy who never gave up.   
 
If you could create a signature shoe, what would 
it be called?  
Colin said that his signature shoe would be named, 
“The Air Quinny’s.” The Jordan brand may want to 
begin thinking about contracting with some of the 
Wolves as many use the Retro Jordan’s as 
inspiration. But, we think Colin also based this shoe 
off his sneaky hops that have been witnessed in 
preseason and several practices. Don’t be surprised 
if you see Colin above the rim this season. 
 
 



Are you more of a round earth guy, or do you agree with Kyrie Irving that the Earth 
is flat?  
It’s week three, and shockingly we are not being introduced to a new conspiracy 
pertaining to the shape of the Earth! Colin stated, “Come on, the earth is round… but I 
believe the Moon Landing was a conspiracy and urge anyone reading this to look deeper 
into it.” We suggest anyone interested in a new read to take up Colin’s suggestion and 
get back to him, so he can get the answers he so desires. 
 
Who is your favorite member of the Ball family and why? 
(Lavar, LaMelo, LiAngelo, Lonzo)  
Colin is also mostly a fan of the NBA rookie, Lonzo, making 
that three for three on “Meet the Wolves.” Colin chose Lonzo 
due to the fact he is a Lakers fan himself. We can only wish 
Colin, Lonzo, and the Lakers good luck for the rest of the 
season as Lonzo and the Lakers have had a rocky start in 
tough Western Conference. 
 
Do you have any plans after high school?   
Colin, being one of the seniors this year is also getting ready 
to make some big decisions as graduation is right around 
the corner. Colin says that he would like to continue his 
basketball career at the collegiate level. Also, when he 
decides to hang up his basketball shoes, Colin is looking to 
switch gears and become the President of the United States 
of America in 2040! Get your ballots ready! 
#VoteQuinGetTheWin 
 
Is there anything else you want to share about yourself? 
Colin says that he is the second-best basketball player in his family. This humble 
statement leaves us wondering who in fact is the best, and if there is a possibility in a 
change of the throne in the Quinlan household after his senior season completes?  
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